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• 
NORTHERN lliELAND CONSTITUTIONAL PROPOSALS 

A CRITIQUE BY THE SOCIAL DEr·WCRATIC AND LABOUR PARTY 

1. The S . D. L. P. is certain tlk~t constitutional stability is essential 
for the lasting peace toot we all desire . The constitutional basis for 
the proposals for a governmental system of institutions for Northern 
Ireland will be a statutory declaration in an Act of the British Parliament 
stating that Northern Ireland \'Till not cease to be part of the United Kingdom 
without the consent of the people of Northern Ireland. This is not a secure 
basis for the constitutional stability of any community since an Act of 
Parliament can be chaI1~ed at any time . The present Act which contains the 
pledge made in 1949 is now about to be changed and departure from the 
Uni ted Kingdom now' requires the consent of the people , not the Parliament , 
of Nortmrn Ireland . The position is all the more insecure when related 
to the present views of the main parties in Britain today as to the 
constitutional future of Irelund as a whole . Horeover , the Secretary of 
State under these pr oposals \'Till be Northern Ireland ' s Overlord. The 
posi tion of Secretary of State should not be confused \'Ti th the vie\'ls of the 
present occupant of tlm office for Secretaries of State can change and 
so can parties .. 1he:.1 in office , and so can the ir ideas and views . 

2 . The new Assembly \,lill have 80 members and uill be elected by the 
proportional representation system \,Tith the single transferable vote . This 
is largely in keeping w'ith our o\'m recommendations as to the size of any 
assembly and its method of election . For the first year of its existence 
it "Till be largely a consul ta ti ve assembly and \,lill not assume any powers 
until its representatives have agreed among themselves and "Tith the Secretary 
of State as to ,~hat its procedures should be . Its committee system will al l ow 
for participation by all parties in the developoent and making of policy 
as well as in the revie"l of departlll9ntal functions . This should allOlof for 
great er partiCipation at all levels in policy making. However , there is 
still need for great clarification as to how the Assembly will take its 
decisions . If majority rule is to be the criterion, then of course such a 
method would be clearly unacceptable as it would result in the old ascendancy 
mentality and would end in deadlock. The pOlofers of the Assembly l'TiII be 
extremely limited, mu~~ more limited than the old Stormont . PO'l'Ter S which 
,dll be permanently reserved to the United Kingdom Parliament have been 
increased to include the elections and the franchise as well as most of the 
pOvlers of the old Ninistry of Home Affairs . Uestminster 1dll now have 
complete power over the judiciary in Northern Ireland at all levels . It will 
also reserve for the time being other powers of the old Ministry of Home Affairs 
particularly in the field of law and order , prisons and the police . Such 
pOvlers could not be returned in our vievl to any Assembly if any trace of the 
old ascendancy mentality existed or vlithout the agreement of all substantial 
parties in the Atssembly . It is clear that there are still many matters 
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relating to the Assemb~ and its powers which "Till require clarification and we 
do not under-estimate the difficulties in achieving the necessary agreement to 
make such an Assembly workable. 

3 . Power Sharing . 

The concept of power sharing is one of the key proposals put forward 
in the 1']hite Paper and the pouer is to be shared at Executi ve level . How 
this is to be done is again not clear and 1·rill again be a matter for discussion 
and agreement between the parties and the Secretary of State . Howev9r, ire 
have always taken the view that pOi'l'er sharing is not just a matter f or those 
at the top but must clearly seem to permeate all levels of society in 

Northern Ireland to be fully effective . In addition , as a Party which is 
completely dedicated to the removal of sectarianism as a force in politics in 
this part of Ireland, we vlOuld be anxious to avoid any suggestion of power 
sharing that would institutionalise sectarianism in Northern Ireland. We 
do agree vd th the aims of the British Government in this section when they 
state that it is their wish to find a governmental system which "Till have a 
broad measure of consent from the entire community . 
if we are to have any basis for progress . 

4. The Irish Dimension. 

Such consent is essential 

\,1e do not wish to conceal our disappointment at the fact that this 
dimension has not been defined in a meaningful way . l'le remain convinced that 
the future for this island particularly in the context of the E.E . C. lies in 
developing ultimate integration by agreement between North and South and we 
believe that an all- Ireland institution with clearly defined powers and with 
that aim in view should be the clearly expressed view of the British Government 
in this i'lhite Paper. He note that they express theoselves in favour of the 
setting up of a Council of Ireland but vrhat has been offered in this Uhite 
Paper has been an all- Ireland Conference , representative of North and South 
as well as Britain to evolve an agreement in th:is direction . ~1e are prepared 
to participate in such discussions in spite of our strong reservations and 
deep disappointment . 1!le feel , however , that many factors will in the future 
underline the logic of our position. Membership of the E . E. C. further 
strengthens the argument for the development of such an institution and the 
North ' s position in this context is much closer to the South than to Britain. 
This is emphasised by the imbalance in E.E. C. representation between North 
ond South. Ue in the North have only one member in the European Parliament , 
the South has ten, in addition to its member of the Council of Ministers and 
its Commissioner and equality of influence with other member countries . This 
is further underlined by the fact that the Irish attitude to regional policy 
in the E . E. C. is much closer to Northern needs than is the British. 

") 
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5. Charter of Ri ltS . 

We in our party have consistently campaigned for a Bill of Rights for 

Northern Ireland. and we vTelcome the decision contained in the 1'jlli te Paper to have 

a charter of rights . vTe will be seeking some points of clarification. The 

basis of this charter has been summarised in Paragraph 91 as:-

(a) the right to freedoD within the Im'1 including freedom to advance any 

political or constitutional cause by non-violent means; 

(b) the right to protection under the law, so that freedom is not taken 

away or diminished by violence, oppression or int~dation by others; 

and 

(c) the right to equality of benefit and opportunity, so that society 

will deal in an equitable and even-handed way as between one citizen 

and another , without bias or prejudice . 

(a) Does this mean that the legal obstacles to organisations like Sinn 

Fein and the Republican Clubs have been removed and that they vQll 

be allowed free expression of their political views and freedom to 

participate in Northern Ireland elections? 

(b) Hill there not be major conflict vlith the expression contained in this 

clause and the sort of legislation that is envisaged in the Diplock 

Report and any ne,,1 emergency pOl'lers which l'1ould take away freedom 

from the individual through legislative oppression? 

(c) The right to equality of benefit and opportunity contains a 

declaration in an area that has caused most of the trouble in relation 

to discrimination in the past in Northern Ireland, in enployment both 

in the public and private sector . In this area th& provisiOns are to 

include nelf legislation l'1hich will prevent any discriminatory law or 

action by either the n91'1 Executive or Asseobly and this is to be 

welcomed. Also to be vlelcomed will be new legis Jation establishing 

machinery for handling complaints against police and the new 

proposals put foruard by the working party of Trade Unionists and 

employers on discrimination in the field of private employment . ,\,Te 

strongly support the establishment of a fair employment agency to 

investigate discrimination in private employment as well as 

individual complaints and we support the creation of a Standing 

Advisory Committee on Human Rights . Discrimination in the publ ic 

sector is to continue to be under the scrutiny of the Parliamentary 

Commissioner of Administration and the Commissioner of Complaints . 

He l'lould point out a glaring l'1eakness in the pouers of both these 

offices in that they are restricted tollie examination of individual 

complaints and cannot investigate patterns of discrimination . It is 

extremely difficult to prove discrimination on an individual case, 

e . g., the appointment of a hospital worker or a school bus driver but 

there is surely something wrong when the large majority of such public 

employees in a particular area come from one section of a community 
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~ which is a minority in that area . Both the Ombudsman and the Commissioner for 

Compla s must have their powers extended to allOl'l them to investigate such 

patterns of employment which reveal discrimination in the public sector . He 

can see the difficulties in removing discrimination from private employment but 

"lOuld congratulate the 'ITorldng party on the sumrnary of proposals revealed in 

the \'ihi te Paper and \Te look for'lrard to the production of their entire document and 

vlOuld point out that legislation against discrimination in the public sector might 

well take a similar direction . Ue welcome with satisfaction the first steps 

to'lrards the abolition of a declaration of allegiance to the British connection 

in most areas of public service and representation. 

The pattern of employment in the Northern Ireland Civil Service is an area 

which requires immediate and urgent investigation. tle recognise the need, 

in justice, to protect the rights of employment of existing mombers of the Civil 

Service but we cannot fail to point out the serious religious imbalance that has 

existed in this service, particularly in its most senior positions , throughout 

its existence . There:is a grave need to examine ways in uhich this imbalance 

can be corrected. 

6. Legislation against Violence and Subversion. 

Ue are convinced that the best method of dealing with political violence 

is to achieve a political settlencnt ''lhich has the consent of the entire 

communi ty . In this Im.y no repressive legislation of any description will be 

required. Irish history is li ttered with Coercion Acts which have been counter-

productive . Accordingly , wc are completely Ol)posod to the continuation of 

Detention .. Ti thout trial, and ''le would point out that even though the Special 

PO'l'TerS Act may be abolished und new Acts, ''lhich perform similar functions , 

replace them , that the continuation of imprisonment without t r ial is to many 

people in Northern Ireland the perpet~mtion of the internment ini tiated by the 

Faullmer regiroo and is abhorent to us . Ue want the removal of imprisonment 

'I'Tithout trial and we will seek its removal. Ue would also approach this pr oblem 

from another point of view. The problems of Northern Ireland have been with us 

for generations and have not been created by the present genarat ion. If we 

are to seek a settlement and at the same time leave our prisons full of young 

people from both sections of this community , ''lho , whether '-Te disagree or not 

wi th ''lhat they mayor nay not have done , then we are saddling them ,-d th the 

responsibility for a deep and desperate problem of which they are as much the 

victims as anyone else . Any compassionate view of the situation, apart from 

a. principled vieu , would demand the release of all such people , f r om all 

sections of the COI:11llUni ty , 'I'Tho owe their imprisonment to the current upheaval 

in Northern Ireland . 

7 . Symbols . 

The Governor of Northern Ire 1nnd is to be relieved of his pod tion and the 

function of Governor is to be abolished . Ho have no objections to t hat particular 

decision but we VTonder '~hether the symbols of the crovm llill retain the importance 
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in Northern Ireland that they have had in the p3.st. '\Ile \'lOuld point out that 

bec e of our long historical and bitter background, such synbols are extremely 

divisive particularly 17hen viev1ed against the denial of the symbols to which 

another section of the community give their loyalty. Symbols are important, 

particularly \'1hon they are denied, and the continuation of the Flags and Embleos 

Act denies the symbolisn of onc section of the community . Ue will seek the 

renoval of this legislation. 

8 . Police. 

One glaring omission in the Wlite Papor is the total failure to face up 

to the need for a fully acceptable police service in Northern Ireland. 

He arc greatly concerned that the need for a ne\,lly constituted police Service 

has not been recognised in spite of our repeated representations to 

Mr . llhitelaw. Ue have pointed out to hiD that his proposals for the North 

have little hope of success tmless they are underpinned by an effective, 

impartial, non-political police service fully supported by the public . 

The paragraphs in the Uhi te Paper which deal vTi th the policing 

arrangements indicate that he is oblivious of certain facts: -

(1) that the police are unable to visit nany areas in the North 

except under army escort; 

(2) that police morale is very low; 

(3) that they are substantially under-strength; 

(4) that the personnel turnover is higher than that of local private 

industry, 

These fact3 cornpounrl t~lC logic that the R. U. C. is not in a fit state 

to tackle petty crice never mind Major crime. 

The current role and function of the police is outdated. It only 

remotely relates to the needs of a conteoporary police service . It should 

have been drastically ~:eformed during the early sixties "Then trends for 

major crimes of a non-political character shovTed considerably increased 

figures for Northern Ireland against those of England, Scotland and Hales . 

Tha t it is too late nO\,T f Ol' reforo is self-evident . A complete ne", service 

must have a top priority rating to tackle the spiralling volucre of seriouS 

crime that was neglected during the years of Unionist control; for they 

saw the police only for its political usefulness . 

There must be a nen police service to enable it to break adrift from 

any pOlitical involvement "Tha tsoever, and be seen to do so to the extent 

that it w'ill be free to deal in reality uith ordinary crime . 

Other crll~e could be separated if not eliminated entirely vuthin the 

terns of a settlement arranged by the Secretary of State and could lead 

subsequently to the violence beinB svTi tched off . However, we are left 

\'Tith the problem of the Bangster in our nidst ",ho has exploited lJreedily 

the conditions created by the present strife . He must be confronted and 

defeated by a non-political impartial police service enjoying the support 

of local people . Brin6inB the military in to tackle this problem even if 
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onlY6'r escort duties, could lead to the escalation of violence because the 

army are unsuited to carrying out this duty vii th the minimUI!l use of force and 

again by their presence they create too nany political implications . These in 

turn invariably drall' cOhlmunal sympathy upon the law breaker . Hence , our 

efforts to promote peace arc pushed back to a "square one" position. 

:le appeal to Hr . Uhi telal'T to continue his Uhito Paper proposals to their 

logical conclusions by making a clean svlGep of the present force and 

introducing a nev1 police service inmedia tely . There is no reason to delay uhile 

a survey is conducted into its failures and liealrnesses . These are already 

well lrnown and are recorded by a nunbor of authorative experts from Britain 

,,'ho have reported to tho HOlle Secretary in recent tiDes inc luding no doubt the 

highly respected former Chief Constable, Sir Arthur Young . 

9. Ec onomic Problems . 

~le are disappointed that the economic dimesnion has been devalued to the 

level of a minor issue in the Hhite Paper and that the references on the 

economy have been carefully selected to give the impression that the difficulties 

are anything other than of a deep- rooted nature . 

For example , one reference said that "a skilful and vigorously conducted 

programme of industrial development , relying heavily on internal investr:lent , has 

a chieved a marked diversification of the industri~ base , a steady r i se in 

produc tivity and real increases in l i ving standards and that by those standards 

Northern Ireland has some substantial 8conomic achievements to its credit". 

These standards quite clearly are unacceptable to us in determini ng 

our viev1s on the need for an economic dimension. He have constantly plied the 

1rThitelav1 administration over the last year vTi th mehloranda on the weakness es 

inherent in the present approach to economic problems and on how the weaknesses 

could be eliminated by an overall plan based on mtive resources , skills , 

enterprises tied to hlodern techniques efficiently applied and undeniritten by 

publicly owned capital . 

\'Te believe that the 1'lhite Paper ' s description of our economic problems has 

been pl ayed down deliberately . These difficulties are worth repeating . By 

doing so , it can be seen that the proposals to deal "1i th them are f ar too 

inadequate to solve them. 

The emigration rate in the North , bad though it is in normal times , has 

dramatically increased since 1971 . Chronically high unemployment f i gures are 

still rising and even they do not reflect the number of unemployed in minority 

areas . Substantial differences i n scalo exist in the fields of lower "rages , 

longer hours , stalnards of living and overall prosperity in the reBions as 

compared to others in Britain. 

I t must be recognised that Unionist policy over the years which has been 

follOlied s l avishl y by the pre::::ent YThitelal'l Administration, has signally failed 

to improve these figures . 

There i s no longer any hope of attracting outside industry by financial 

inducement to come to the North to commence activities ",hile violence continues 

and the future is so uncertain . 
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--------_ ........... __ .. - - - -

, 

'0 industrialist will invest capital \'lhile the opportunities for 

greater security and higher ret-u'ns arc f.lore attractive elsevhere . 

.. _-------

In any case, this type of industry has been in the past of doubtful 

nerit . It is of the capital-intensive variety eoploying only the ninimum 

nunber of vTorknrs and recording fancy financial statistics for their parent 

multinational corporations . This industry does little good apart froD 

inflating nationnl statistics giving a distorted picture of t he economy and 

paying out an infinestima.l amount of their annual turnover in lV·ages and 

salaries . 

T:1e are of the opinion that !>lr . Uhitolml is overaw'cd by the conplexi ties 

involved in handling the ontll'e issues und.er this headinG. 1:1e realise apart 

from his inimical party interest and inhibitions that he may have doubts about 

his Ovffi pouars to initiate nev1 industry on a public mmership basis '1ithin 

the confines of our nembership of the D.E .C. and of his reluctance to look 

for fiscal freedom to cater for Olrr re~ional peculiarities . Nevertheless , 

the importance of solving this set of problens is so basic to the North ' s 

futuro that a public statonent from Mr. "lhitelau is necessary iD.I!lcdiately 

defining thc pOvlers that the Assenbly v10uld have in dealing vTi th thesc 

economic probleos . 

22nd~arch, 1973 . 
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